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The Best Practices Course - Week #2 - Get Organized (Part 3)

Hello, this is Eric Bobrow with part three of Getting Organized, the second week of the
Best Practices training course. In this section, we're going to be looking at how you can
develop your template file even further to make it as effective as possible to speed up
your work.
Before I get going with that, I just want to mention that there is one other option that
people sometimes do for creating a new project, and that is, they go to the file menu with
a project open, and they say, "Save as", and they save it as another project. So, in other
words, they're working on the Smith house, and they save it as Jones residence.
Now, what happens when they do that is that they've got a project file that has all of the
structure of the original Smith house, but, of course, they need to delete the building from
the Smith house to start over. It's pretty much the same as what I was doing for the
template file, when I showed you how to do delete all of the building, but leave the
markers intact.
It does require going into the sections and the elevations and any other 2D drawings,
details, etc., and deleting things that aren't needed. It can be a very effective way to work,
because, basically you can have the latest version of your project, the one that's the best
that you've ever done, perhaps. And then start your next project with all of that setup
intact.
However, it does take quite a bit of cleanup to remove the building and all of the 2D stuff
from all of those different views. And what we recommend is, in general, it's worth
taking the time to do it right, or to do it better and save it as a template file, rather than
each time starting from the latest project you're working on and having to delete all that
stuff, in all those different views.
So, while it can be effective, it will take some more time, and there are trade-offs. You
certainly have the latest file that you're working on with all of the improvements that
you've done, as opposed to some earlier version that you had cleaned up as a template.
But overall, I think, we would recommend developing a template further and further and
making sure that any improvements you do to a project, that you feel are worth keeping,
that you actually go back to your template at some point, and add them into the template.
So, in terms of a template, you can develop it quite a lot. And I'm going to show you, for
example, MasterTemplate. This is a commercial product that we sell, I'll go and say, new
file. And I'll choose, instead of the ArchiCAD template, I'll pick Master Template, here.
And create a new file from that.
Master Template was developed by myself and Scott Bulmer. Scott is an architect in
southern California, who has used ArchiCAD since the mid '90s. And together, we
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created this very robust start-up kit for ArchiCAD projects, attempting to embed best
practices into the project structure.
Scott is an architect who uses ArchiCAD every day and every week to work on projects
and, you know that I'm a trainer and computer scientist and involved in tech support, but
actually I'm not a designer. So we combined our skills, you know, me, from the
theoretical side and Scott from the practical side, and we created this template.
So, MasterTemplate embeds a lot of information that at first glance, is not necessarily
seen. I'll close up some of the view maps, so that we can take a look at it.
Now, again, you can learn from this and see what we've put in to MasterTemplate and
add these sort of things into your own template. That's the main point of this segment.
And of course you may decide that you like what we've done and perhaps want to buy
MasterTemplate, you can do that at www.actemplate.com.
So, here in MasterTemplate, we have our view map. This is an untitled project that is
started from the template. And in the view map, we have a structure.
First off, we have a folder for imported reference docs, and these folders here, you notice,
do not have a triangle next to them. That means that there's nothing inside. These are just
placeholders for putting in things from consultants, design sketches or web downloads.
Basically, like the project folder idea, it's a structure for putting in your information, and
knowing where to find it later.
Now, most of this reference material, we would expect, would be created in a worksheet,
and then a view of the worksheet would show up in one of these folders, if it's
appropriate.
We now have a folder for modeling and design and something we call the legends. And,
so we'll see that it's divided into model design views, interactive legends, 3D views, and
module views. So, these each have a function, I won't explain all of them, but I'll go into
some of the highlights.
When you're working in a project, you, of course, need to have views to define your
drawings, essentially, a view for the floor plan, for the site plan, for the ceiling plan.
These are ways of creating construction documents.
But it's also good to have views that are specifically for modeling. And so, we may have
used, like, our preliminary design view, that have the layers set up… I'll open up the layer
dialogue… where most of the layers are turned on.
And so, we wouldn't necessarily show the roof and slab and site objects all at the same
time when we're doing a construction document, because it will start to get a little bit
messy, or quite messy. But when we're initially in preliminary design, it's nice to be able
to use any of those layers to draw things. So that is a specific view set up for your early
work.
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Now, the interactive legend worksheet is a very interesting resource that we put into
MasterTemplate. I'll double-click on it, and you'll see that there are a lot of things here.
Each one of them is an area with related components, in this case, you'll see a bunch of,
(I'll just zoom in a little bit further) a bunch of walls and roofs and slabs, standard ones.
So if I want to, for example, draw a wall that's, say, a medium thickness two by six
stucco wall, I'll use the eyedropper here. This has insulation on this side and no insulation
on that side.
Now, I'll go back to our design environment, zoom in, perhaps, a little bit, and draw just a
couple of walls. And, as I zoom in, you'll see that the walls are set to that particular wall
type.
I'll go back to my interactive legend worksheet, and use the eyedropper to pick up an
interior wall, like this, and then go back to preliminary design, and just draw, in this case,
a single wall, just for demonstration. And you can see how it's cleaning up to the other
wall, and simply by using the eyedropper, I was able to get access to that.
So, what does it mean to have an interactive legend? Well, we use that term to indicate
something like any type of an explanatory legend, except that you interact with that
legend by using the eyedropper. And these are visual favorites, in other words, they're
favorite settings that you can recall.
We can have windows, and doors, and all sorts of objects and settings. Most of these are
going to be 3D, but we also can have 2D settings, you can see here, where we can pick up
very quickly, different types of fills or lines or text here.
Now, we've got this set up so that there are groups of all different types, including even
rooms, say for restrooms, here. And you can see that, here's a standard single occupancy
restroom and some multiple ones. And these, actually, can be set up to be copied and
placed into the project and then modified.
Now, this resource here is sitting within the project that is untitled. So basically, I've
started a new project, but I've got a bunch of stuff in it. And the main point here is that,
anything you feel that would be useful that you can put into the project as a resource for
reference, you should consider that. Because by having it quickly at hand, it will speed up
your work.
That includes these, this kit of parts that I call it, that is, the interactive legend. But it also
includes just a lot of different views. If I go up to the 3D view, here, what we'll see that I
have the walls that I just started to draw. And there's a little platform here, because I
actually had, in the project, a little base for starting the building on. These can be deleted
once you have a real site, either slab or mesh.
But there is a starting point. Here's a view of a perspective. So, these are a couple that
were saved in the template. Now, as I work through this, you'll see that there are a
number of views that are specifically for certain purposes on the floor plan.
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So, the interior design view is set up with a little different style for the walls. The
building design and site design each use a different layer combination that are designed to
show what you need when you're working on sections in elevations or when you're
working on the site. So, each of these are different layer combinations that we've got set
up.
So, you can see a lot of construction document layer combinations and then we have
layer combinations for working on details, for working on the layout, for working on
models and for presentation and other purposes. So, in a template you can have lots of
different layer combinations.
You can have lots of different views. We'll look down now at the construction document
views and we'll see that we've got views for, of course, the usual floor plans and ceiling
plans but also for mechanical, electrical and plumbing plans, furniture, fire separation.
Background plans would be for simple versions of this. Key plans would be reduced
sized images for placing alongside sheets with sections in elevation so you can see where
those sections are being cut. Just a lot of different views are built into the template.
Now, you saw in Abeer Sweiss's file that there were many details created. Well, we don't
have …I'll open up the detail folder…we don't have many details in the template itself,
but we do have something interesting here. If I go to this detail here, this is just a detail
that is a sample. It's an example, but I have some views that are designed to actually work
on this.
If I double click on "detail creation" we get a similar view of that drawing but with some
information. Across here you can see an object that is a template for lining things up.
This is something that comes with ArchiCAD's U.S. version. It was originally called
MSA Detailer created by Michael Sotero Architect, a California architect, and we've
incorporated this into MasterTemplate to make it easy to set up your details in a grid.
And so this template can be stretched to make it double wide or double tall or any unit
size and, therefore, your details can easily line up on a sheet.
Again, this is a resource just like others that are within the template file waiting to be
used. Here, for example, are library parts that are to the components that are used, that
can easily be eye dropped and placed in whether they're masonry pieces or steel or
fasteners, things like that. So, we have a lot of resources within the template and this is
just to give you an idea of what you can actually put into your own template.
Anything that you might want to reuse, you might want to have quick access to, think
about finding a way to organize it within your template.
One other thing that we've included here in the MasterTemplate are a number of resource
materials in the worksheets. So, worksheets are a part of the ArchiCAD interface,
introduced I believe in Version 12, that are basically a 2D drafting area that you can put
in a variety of different things, whether they are DWG imports, surveys or consultant
drawings or reference materials that you download such as PDF's, demo plans, enlarged
plans, wall sections, a lot of different things.
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In your template you can include reference materials. For example, here is an interesting
one that we found was posted on ArchiCAD-Talk and was adapted in MasterTemplate.
This is a special object. I'll go and make this true line weight and you'll see that as I zoom
in on this, the colors and the weights of the current pensets. When I change the pensets
here from the U.S. ArchiCAD 10 default to the national CAD standards settings, we'll see
how all of a sudden this changes. So, it shows us how the weights of the pens will update.
I'll change it to the one for AutoCAD pens, for example, and we'll see it changes yet
again. So this is a reference material that we put in, in a worksheet and it's not going to go
on to a layout sheet, but it is something that might be referred to, to understand the
pensets.
Here's another one that you might find useful. This is a tip sheet. And so these are some
tips that have been saved. I'll just zoom in on it. So, this came from ArchiCAD-Talk in
2007, here about how wall priorities work. And there's a nice graphic. I'll just zoom in a
little bit -- that demonstrates how different walls will intersect with each other depending
upon how they're defined. So, this is an example of some reference materials that you can
put in, anything you wish, in the worksheets and have them easily at hand in your project
template.
Now, if I go to the layout book part of the template, we'll see that we've got quite a few
different styles of sheets. So, I have, of course, a standard sheet of a certain size. This
would be 24 by 36 or a medium sized piece of paper. Here, we have a detailed version of
it which has a grid. Then we have larger ones.
So, if I go to the standard 30 by 42 or detailed one of that or the one that's the next size
up, and you can see how they get bigger each time. So, the idea here is so we can have as
many masters in the template as are useful, setting up those masters once, getting them
looking the way you want them, will ease your work as you go into another project and
you decide, "Oh, I need a different sized sheet."
Now, our layout book is organized with the A1 Series for certain general items and notes
and the A2 for the site items and the A3 Series for the floor plans, et cetera. This is all set
up in the template so you simply can add sheets as needed or drop drawings onto the
sheets. But, of course, many of them, as you would expect, already have the drawing on
there. So, in other words, if I update this, we'll see that we just have those two walls and
the interior wall showing up there.
Now, in a small project, this organizational setup may be more than you need. So, we
also have a small project setup where we have just numbered from one through about 18
sheets that would be useful for a small project. Our philosophy here with MasterTemplate
is to put in things that are generally useful for many ArchiCAD users and that you can
take things out if you don't need them or adjust them as you wish. And that it's easier to
take things out or adjust things than to create them fresh.
So, use that philosophy in your own template: put in things if you might need them,
knowing that you can easily remove them in the actual project. So, load up your template
with good stuff, knowing that you can take it away if it's not applicable.
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We have, in addition to the construction documents and the 3D views , of course, we also
have schedules and you'll see that they're just a large number of schedule types. Anything
that you need to schedule, ideally should be put into your template so that after you've put
in appliances, you could simply bring up your appliance schedule and it'll report on it.
After you've put in plumbing, you can get a plumbing fixture schedule if you need it. All
of these things, once you set them up once, can be reused over and over again.
So, this is just a quick tour of Master Template as an example of a really well developed,
optimized template and you can use the ideas here freely to develop your own template
further and further as you go along. So, this has been Eric Brobrow with part three of Get
Organized, the second week of the Best Practices Training Course.
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